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Starting Your

Political Campaign
By Joe Anderson, The J.M. Smucker Company

Selling Maintenance
as a Profit Center

Throughout my years in manufacturing maintenance, I
have faced situations in which my peers and managers above
me have had no understanding of the value of maintenance.
For a long time, I blamed them. As I have matured in my
management journey, I have come to understand that it is
my job to educate everyone, not just those for whom I am
responsible, about maintenance’s true worth.
The awareness gap results from management having
limited or no knowledge of the maintenance function and
its ability to contribute to the manufacturing process;
and maintenance personnel, managers included, having
limited understanding of the business side of manufacturing. The result is that management and maintenance
often are often unsure how they together contribute to
the company’s success.
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YOUR COMPANY’S MAINTENANCE ATTITUDE

When I ask managers or hourly workers what their organization’s perception of maintenance is, I tend to get the same
types of responses. I hear things like:
• Maintenance is a cost center
• Maintenance is a necessary evil
• Maintenance is the cost of doing business
• Maintenance personnel are firefighters
When asked to define maintenance, they offer words such
as fix, restore, replace, recondition, patch and rebuild. I’d say
these are reactive definitions of the word.
What is maintenance? Maintenance is to maintain or
the act of maintaining. The basis for maintaining is to keep
something in a specific state or condition – that is, to keep
it (the asset, in our case) in an existing state or preserve it
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EXAMPLE 1: RAISE PROFIT MARGINS THROUGH
EFFICIENCY GAINS FOR PRODUCT XYZ
The total financial picture is a complicated one, but bear with
me in this example for the sake of simplicity.

from failure or decline. There is a world of difference
between this definition and the words and functions
normally recalled by most people who are “knowledgeable” about the maintenance function.
The best way to change the perspective is to show the
entire organization how it is that maintenance provides
value. To keep things simple here, let’s focus on three
types of value: convenience, process improvement, and
financial value.
Convenience is sold through a demonstrated or statistical
approach to prove that a plant will be safer and will produce
higher-quality product, resulting in less rework. Greater
production efficiency means lower costs; lower costs gives us
marketing advantage; marketing advantage and enhanced
competitiveness can promote job security. You empower
people to do what they know to do by providing the proper
tools and removing obstacles to their getting it done.
Process improvement is sold through less downtime.
This means running to plan, which makes the production manager look like a superhero. Better asset use
improves capacity, which means more volume, more
profit, and more recognition. Also, less downtime results
in less frustration, raising morale and helping to drive
culture change.
Financial value is sold through the freeing of cash flow,
reduced costs, and higher profits. These all translate into two
things: higher stock value and more capital for reinvestment
into the company.

We need to produce 800 cases of product XYZ, and run eighthour shifts. Optimized, we can produce 10 cases an hour, but
because of system defects causing minor stops and breakdowns, we run only five cases an hour. We have scheduled to
run this product over the next two weeks. At the current run
rate it will take us a month to run this product.
It takes five employees who make $10/hour to run this line.
To hit commitment, we are going to have to run 12-hour
shifts and weekends.
The product and material cost for 800 cases is $8,000:
• There are five cartons in one case.
• Material cost per case is $10.
• Cost per carton is $2.
At current run rate, labor cost without employee benefits is
$11,200:
• 80 hours straight time x 5 employees x $10/hour = $4,000
• 64 hours overtime x 5 employees x $15/hour = $4,800
• 24 hours double time x 5 employees x $20/hour = $2,400
Labor and material total cost is $19,200. Total cost per case
is $24, and cost per carton is $4.80. We then sell the case at
$25, making our profit $1 per case.
By contrast, if we eliminate the defects from the line by restoring equipment and create procedures to make sure we do
not go backward, we can run at operator design rate, which is
10 cases per hour.

MANAGE IN THREE DIRECTIONS

There are three directions in which a manager has to manage: up, out, and down. Managing up, out, and down means
sharing your vision for your department and educating
everyone you can on what true, proactive maintenance is.
I have to educate the upper management, my peers, and
those I am entrusted to manage. It is your responsibility as
well (no matter your title). As a maintenance manager, I
have not just a responsibility but an obligation to educate
those around me on the maintenance function and the ways
that we add value. So, let’s look at the three ways.
Let’s start with managing those we are entrusted to
manage. Although all three of these areas are intertwined and affect everyone, the best way to sell this
group is through convenience. Going home to their
family with all limbs intact, not having to endure a day
of hard labor, and striving to be the best are great ways
to motivate this group. Convincing this group takes
execution of low hanging fruit for quick wins. The goal
is to gain their trust and buy-in into your system with
the expectation of becoming world class.
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Total cost of material and labor for ODR is $12,000:
• Our material costs stay the same: $8,000.
• If we run only on straight time to hit our commitment, our
cost incurred from labor is $4,000.
Total cost per case is now $15, and cost per carton is now $3. Our
profit is now $10 per case vs. the $1 per case at the previous rate.
If you extend that scenario over a full year, 20,800 cases a year
produced on the line in each scenario, it looks like this:
• Current run-rate profit = $20,800/yr
• New (restored) run-rate profit = $208,000/yr
I do not know any manager who wouldn’t want these results.
I truly believe that the problem is that there is a huge knowledge gap about what kind of return on investment maintenance can provide.
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You have to empower your employees to manage programs such as condition monitoring, MRO, planning and
scheduling, etc., with you by their side as a coach. Also, one
of my goals is always to set the standard for the organization in whatever we do. If you can do this, you will not have
someone else determining how you are going to execute
your maintenance strategy. The easiest way to get your
vision squashed is to have another maintenance manager
within your organization determining what your best practices should be, especially when they are contradictory to
proactivity in maintenance.
At the peer level, the key is to try to develop a partnership. With that, you show value by showing them what
can be if they buy in to your system and partner with you
in driving process improvement. What any production
manager wants is process stability with reduced variation.
One example would be defect elimination. Offer to train
their employees and them as well as to how to drive defects
out of the system. Show them statistics and case studies as
proof that the system works.
A word of caution: Make sure you have the knowledge
level to launch a system like this that will be sustainable.
If not, seek help from outside resources. All of us have
already been through 46 different flavor-of-the-month
operations systems. What they do not need is another
one. Understand the gaps that separate you from where
you want to be. Also, don’t be a finger-pointer, be a solutions provider.
The first two directions to manage are fairly simple
to understand and do. Managing up is normally where
the wheels fall off. What happens in most organizations,
because the maintenance manager does not understand
this piece of the equation, is that they do not get their way
with an initiative they want to roll out or a project they
think will help them win over their department. They
then become frustrated and use the management’s lack
of understanding as an excuse as to why they will never
succeed in their current situation.
What needs to be understood is that the upper management, 90% of the time, doesn’t understand what maintenance does or what they should or shouldn’t do. These
managers know only that maintenance is a cost center. They
normally think that maintenance is needed to keep things
running, not make them a profit. This is where we can work
to change that mentality. Value to the upper management is
sold in dollars. If you can convert everything that you want
to do to dollars, you will have a higher success rate at selling
your ideas to the organization.
Will they say yes every time? No. Your job is to make it
a difficult “no.” We all seem to know that maintenance is a
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EXAMPLE 2: COST AVOIDANCE RELATED TO A
VACUUM PUMP FAILURE
When a vacuum pump failure occurred on
a production line, the total cost associated with that failure was $9,523:
• 1 vacuum pump = $2,700
• 3 hours of downtime = $2,250
• 1 hole in the wall repaired = $500
• Emergency weekend work = $4,073 (four support techs were scheduled, multiplied by two
shifts to run new wire and fix conduit. This
64 hours of work multiplied by $57 per hour
= $3,648 in labor + $425 in materials)
By contrast, early detection of a similar vacuum
pump failure incurred a total cost of two hours
of downtime, which is equal to $1,500. (The
pump from the manufacturer was faulty, so we
will receive a replacement free of charge.)
This is a cost avoidance of $8,023.

key part of any organization, but we really struggle when we
have to explain to the upper management just how important maintenance is. Trying to translate a maintenance
vision into financial benefits is a difficult thing to do, yet we
have to if we want to be able to make the right decisions and
do the right things to turn it around.
An area that most maintenance mangers seem to struggle
with is the business side of their job. It is vital that we begin
to understand the financial side in order to sell the organization on your maintenance vision. The biggest key to learning
the financial side is that focus needs to be put on the fact
that maintenance is a profit center, not a cost center. What
needs to be understood, then, is that value, when sold to an
organization’s upper management from the maintenance
perspective, needs to be defined in terms of dollars. That
means every project, plan, or initiative that you want to
launch needs to be converted to dollars. Whether it is an increase in your OEE, an increase in wrench time, or prevention of failures, it must be captured and converted to dollars.
So let me say it one more time: You have to convert
everything you do into dollars. You have to toot your own
horn to begin the change of perspective of maintenance being a cost center to being a profit center. What you will find
out is that you are probably already doing things that can
be captured; you just need to understand how to capture
and convert. It is all about perspective. When people hear
of all these good things going on within your department,
they’ll start to believe.
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Table 1. Example Storeroom Cost Savings / Avoidance Spreadsheet
Date

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

Part Description

Original Cost

New Cost

$$$$$$

S or A

10/1/2014

AIT

In house

Robot Servo Motor

$1,040.46

$79.10

$ 961.36

S

10/6/2014

IMS

In house

Busch Pump

$2,290.00

$1,026.00

$1,264.00

S

10/6/2014

ACT

AIT

Output Card Repair

$245.00

$149.52

$95.48

S

10/21/2014

KHS

AIT

Eurodrive Gearmotor

$998.00

$635.56

$362.44

S

10/24/2014

Jones

Derkin

New set of chains for RTS

$9,657.49

$5,510.00

$4,147.49

S

10/31/2014

AIT

AIT

Quarterly savings of
rebuild vs. new

$29,962.84

$15,868.00

$14,094.84

S

$44,193.79

23,268.18

$20,925.61

S

advantage, you will be more cost-driven. If it is differential, you will want your equipment to run more efficiently
because demand for your unique product will be high. In
most industries, the best way to gain market share and increase volume it is to drive down costs. Driving down costs
through reliability efforts will make your organization the
most competitive in the marketplace.

BUSINESS BASICS

If we really want to gain credibility with upper management
(and, to be honest, with everyone with whom you come in
contact), you have to convert your maintenance initiatives
into business language and dollars. For example, you can
say that you need a $20,000 investment to start job kitting
because job kitting will improve your wrench time. The
question is why upper managers would care about job kitting. Do they even know what wrench time is?
Put your request in the right terms. Quantify that an initial
investment of $20,000 to establish a job-kitting system will
improve your wrench time by X% by eliminating wasted time
spent trying to find parts and procedures. Explain that this
reduction in waste is expected to lower labor spending by $Y
within Z years. Note that it will also raise productivity because the department will be able to do more with less, likely
resulting in a gain in line efficiencies as well. The estimated
plant-wide throughput increase thanks to this one initiative
will be A%, leading to a profit gain of $B. So, by the end of
year Z, your return on investment will be $C or $D.
It is very important that you do this as much as possible
with everything that you do but, you first have to learn some
basics about business.

Cash Flow. A company’s cash flow is the difference
between all the cash that goes out (buying raw materials,
utilities, labor, overheads, investment, dividends, interest,
and loan payments) and the money that comes in (receipts
from customers). If the cash flow is negative, that is, the cash
in is less than the cash out, the company will need to borrow
more money or it will be unable to buy supplies, labor, utilities, etc. In short, if there is no cash, there is no business.
Under normal economic cycles, businesses will experience
a series of upswings and downswings. During the upswing, a
business can put on “fat” and then, during the downswing, it is
difficult to lose that fat because the business is used to operating
in a manner consistent with the good times. This fat becomes a
burden that exaggerates the effect of the downswing.
The secret to long-term profit maximization is to set up
your business with a minimum of fat at all times. This maximizes the profits during a rising market and, when inevitably the market turns, minimizes your harm as business falls.

Competitive advantages give a company an edge over its
rivals and an ability to generate greater value for the firm
and its shareholders. The more sustainable the competitive
advantage, the more difficult it is for competitors to neutralize the advantage.
There are two main types of competitive advantages: comparative advantage and differential advantage. Comparative
advantage, or cost advantage, is a firm’s ability to produce a
good or service at a lower cost than its competitors, which
gives the firm the ability to sell its goods or services at a
lower price than its competition, or to generate a larger margin on sales. A differential advantage is created when a firm’s
products or services differ from its competitors and are seen
as better than a competitor’s products by customers.
Understanding your competitive advantage will help
you understand your area of focus. If it is a comparative
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Where the Rubber Meets the Road. Your goal is to do your
part to make sure your organization’s cash flow is positive,
meaning that the amount of cash in is greater than the cash
out. This is a profit gain. Profits do two things: They raise
stock value and free up funds for more capital investments.
What can we do to make a positive impact on our cash
flow and turn around the thinking that maintenance is a
cost center to a belief that maintenance is a profit center?
1. Work safely. Incidents don’t just hurt people; they hurt
business as well. The National Safety Council reported
in 2012 that the average comprehensive cost by injury
severity was:
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track for your political campaign? I measure four things:
• Dollars of maintenance spend to percent of RAV
• Dollars of inventory stock to percent of RAV
• Maintenance cost per unit
• Year-over-year utility spend.
Are these the only KPIs out there? No. These are what I
track. Choose to use whichever you see fit. All I am trying to
measure is our effectiveness toward profit gain.

• Death: $4,538,000
• Incapacitating injury: $230,000
• Nonincapacitating evident injury: $58,700
• Possible injury: $28,000
• No injury: $2,500
2. P
 roduce high-quality product without mistakes.
3. Produce the lowest-cost product as possible.
4. Reduce storeroom stock and costs incurred because of
stockouts.
5. U
 se condition-based monitoring technologies to cut
utility and failure costs.
6. I ncrease wrench time through planning/scheduling
work, eliminating waste and allowing you to accomplish more work in the same amount of time.

STARTING YOUR POLITICAL CAMPAIGN

Announce that you’re starting your campaign, and capture
as many cost savings and avoidances as you can. Share your
findings with the world. You can even get creative with it.
Create a newsletter and share your “Find of the Week,” for
example. Here are some other possibilities:
Savings-avoidance log. Cost savings is a bit easier to
capture than cost avoidance. I give my buyer and planner/
scheduler a spreadsheet as shown in Table 1, with a few
columns delineating, for example, vendor 1, vendor 2, part
description, old cost, new cost, cost savings or cost avoidance, etc. An updated spreadsheet gets turned in to me on
a monthly basis, and I share the savings with the leadership
group. (In-house vs. third-party rebuilds contribute to cost
savings as well.)
Cost avoidances are a bit different. When you talk vendors
out of price hikes, that’s easy to capture. Make sure your
buyer captures these on the spreadsheet, too.
The hard thing to capture is failure prevention. Find out
your replacement asset values, your maintenance cost per
unit produced, the total cost of downtime with overhead
figured in (remember, total cost of downtime per line).
Illustrate what a 1% improvement in overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) is worth in profit. Also, find out how
long failures normally last. If you use your CMMS/EAM
system properly, you should have this information. If you
do not, good luck –you will have to do it all manually.
As you begin to sell to members of your organization, remember that return on investment will be key for them. Be
sure to capture all you can to show that they are getting this.
Brag about your department and learn from your mistakes.
Strive to be the best at all you do. In so doing, you’ll put
yourself in the best position to win the political campaign of
selling maintenance as a profit center.

Cost Savings vs. Cost Avoidance. Many people do not understand the difference between cost savings and cost avoidance. Cost savings occur when there is a reduction that causes
future spending to fall below the level of current spending,
whereas cost avoidance refers to reductions that cause future
spending to fall but not below the level of current spending.
Consider these scenarios for a better view:
Scenario 1 – Your MRO buyer finds the same part from
another vendor at a reduced price, resulting in a savings of
$100,000 per year. This scenario reflects cost savings. These
cost savings may then be removed from budgets, reinvested,
or redirected to other spending priorities, such as process
improvements, driving profitability.
Scenario 2 – The buyer also resists a vendor’s attempt to
raise prices by 5%, allowing the storeroom to avoid spending
an additional $200,000 that year. This second scenario is an
example of cost avoidance. Often, cost avoidance involves
slowing the rate of cost increases. In other words, future
spending would have increased even more in the absence
of cost-avoidance measures. Also, and of most importance,
prevention of failure will be a cost avoidance.
Your mission: Convert all of these savings to dollars and
email the information to relevant parties in your plant to
help you change the perception of the maintenance department from cost center to profit center.
Opportunity Costs. Opportunity cost refers to the cost of
an alternative that is forgone to pursue another action. Let’s
say the decision is made to run a fan to failure. This decision
costs the plant $10,000 in lost production. The cost to do
vibration analysis would have been $30 a month. This would
have given you the opportunity to plan and schedule work
on the fan on a down day, avoiding the lost-production cost.
The opportunity cost is $9,970.
KPIs. Which key performance indicators should you
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Joe Anderson has more than 19 years’ experience
in maintenance and management excellence in
various industries and plants throughout the United
States. He is a CMRP, CRL, CARO, MLT1, and LSSGB and is currently the reliability manager at the Smucker’s Plant
in Toledo, OH. Contact him at joe.anderson@jmsmucker.com.
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FOUR QUICK RELIABILITY WINS
Maintain maintenance momentum with projects that promise a speedy ROI
By Will McNett, CMRP, Life Cycle Engineering

Ask any industry practitioner about the duration and

Finally, coupling oil analysis with a robust lubrication
program can further extend component life and lubrication life and predict impending failures. Close monitoring of lubrication conditions can optimize replacement
intervals and reduce costs associated with unexpected
failures. A basic analysis can be done by a quality lab for
$25–$30 per sample.

effort required to embed maintenance and reliability
best practices into an organization, and the response is
likely to be: It’s not a short-term endeavor, and the effort
is substantial. But on the journey to maintenance and
reliability excellence, it’s critical to deliver short-term
results along the way. These are necessary from a pure
financial perspective, of course, but they’re also required
to maintain momentum, employee support, and executive
support for long-term objectives.

2. ROOT-CAUSE FAILURE ANALYSIS

The foundation of any business improvement or reliability program is root-cause failure analysis (RCFA). Not
only does RCFA serve as a catalyst to shift an organizational culture from reactive to proactive, but also it typically provides a double-digit return on investment. The
best part is that anybody can do a basic RCFA investigation – floor craftspeople, operators, engineers, or managers. The investigation can be as simple as a basic “5 Why”
or can employ a more-advanced technique, such as a fault
tree or cause mapping. Regardless of the tool, the investigation can be done in a matter of hours or days, and
identified corrective actions are typically implemented in
less than a month.
The RCFA’s returns, furthermore, are not limited to the
failure the analysis is specifically addressing. The analysis
will identify the latent roots, also described as system or
organizational roots. These are the underlying reasons
why actions that led up to the failure were taken or not
taken. Because these roots are systemic to the organization, the corrective actions and associated returns are not
limited to the focus area of the analysis. As a result, RCFA
can be a powerful proactive tool that addresses defects
across the entire facility with minimal resources.

1. LUBRICATION

Lubrication is the lifeblood of any plant that operates rotating equipment. And although it represents a relatively
low percentage of the maintenance spend, it has the potential to result in very significant failure consequences if
not managed correctly. As a result, the return on investment (ROI) for lubrication improvements is very high.
A simple illustration of the effects is the calculation for
bearing life found in ISO standard 281:2007. According to
the standard, the difference in the “modified rating life” of
the bearing can be as much as 50% between “high cleanliness” and “typical contaminations.” The effects on morecomplex rotating equipment can be even more significant.
Bulk oil storage practices are a great place to start
because lubrication storage and transportation provide
ample opportunities for contamination. Proper dispensing filtration, the use of desiccant breathers, and colorcoding of lubrication types all are best practices. Selfcontained storage units using color-coded dispensers and
tanks can be purchased for as little $50,000 (plantwide)
and will protect lubrication from ambient contaminants
and human error.
Another area of focus with high return is filtration for
stored lubrication and in-service lubrication. Between
processing, storage, and transportation, there are many
opportunities for contamination to be introduced before
the lubrication is packaged and delivered to your facility.
Therefore, it’s critical to filter the oil before you use or
store it. For critical in-service lubrication, mobile kidneyloop systems can be added for less than $5,000 and, as
outlined by ISO, can more than double component life.
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3. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OPTIMIZATION

Preventive maintenance (PM) hours often consume a
large portion of maintenance time, which may result in
overtime or the need for contract labor to perform corrective and emergency work. Additionally, if failures are
experienced between PM intervals, the original preventive work may not be value-added. This is especially true
in facilities where new PMs are put in place as a result of
misguided corrective actions that do not address failure
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ON THE JOURNEY TO MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY EXCELLENCE,
IT’S CRITICAL TO DELIVER SHORT-TERM RESULTS.
Capacity-constrained operations can improve OEE
by reducing recurring scheduled downtime and major
shutdowns. Cut the duration of scheduled downtime by
proactively applying the single minute exchange of dies
(SMED) methodology or similar critical-path analysis.
It’s not uncommon to reduce the number of routine outage jobs by up to 50% with a relatively simple analysis of
job tasks and tools.
A dedicated shutdown manager assigned to the STO is
a small investment to ensure that projects are completed
on time and that resources are used effectively to reduce
contractor and equipment costs.
While it’s true that achieving maintenance and reliability excellence can be a long and arduous journey, these
activities will help to maintain momentum and provide
substantial results both quickly and economically.

modes or address them incorrectly. Legacy PM activities
tend never to be re-evaluated, either, and over time, much
of the PM program becomes wasted effort.
PM optimization is a process to systematically review
PM tasks based on a set of specific criteria to ensure that
each task is worthwhile and addresses a specific failure
mode. For the PM task to survive, it must eliminate the
failure mode or mitigate its effects to a point where there
is an acceptable risk reduction risk or a financial return.
Opportunities to substitute predictive or condition-based
maintenance also can be identified during this process,
and PM tasks can be streamlined to reduce the labor
hours required to complete them. The result will be a PM
program that is rooted in data and provides a clear ROI.
These evaluations can be done quickly with minimal
resources. A reliability engineer with the support of a
technical resource can review hundreds of tasks in days.
Deleting non-value-added tasks will constitute the bulk
of rewriting procedures. With a dedicated team, an operating unit can be optimized in a few months.

Will McNett, CMRP, is a senior reliability engineering SME at Life Cycle Engineering (www.lce.com).
Contact him at wmcnett@LCE.com.

4. STO IMPROVEMENT

Improving the performance of shutdowns, turnarounds,
and outages (STOs) can have significant impact on any
facility, including “sold-out” plants and those with excess
capacity that are focused on minimizing cost.
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